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» GEORGE HARRISON TAPES REVEAL THAT PAUL

MCCARTNEY REALLY IS DEAD

Paul McCartney's 68th birthday is this Friday

(Jun. 18) -- or is it? For decades...

» ULTIMATE MAN SKILL: RID KID'S ROOM OF MONSTERS

Any real manly man should know certain survival

skills -- including how to rid a...

» BRITISH SOCCER FANS PRACTICE BIZARRE PRE-GAME

RITUALS

British soccer fans are practicing every strange

ritual in the book to bring luck to...

» MAN BUILDS SWEET REPLICAS FROM SUGAR CUBES

One man in Ireland has a seriously sweet job:

He builds sculptures out of sugar...

» GOTH KIDS SUFFER IN THE SUMMER

The summer months leave everyone sweating --

especially children of the dark side. While

most...

» ANYONE CAN GET KEY TO NEW YORK

Earning a key to the city of New York doesn't

take a major act of...

» BEST MUD IN AMERICA LIES IN SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA

The kids in Scottsdale Arizona aren't sticks-

in-the-mud -- they're stuck in the mud. This

Saturday...

» EVERY DOODLER GETS PUBLISHED

Your innermost thoughts and drawings can now

be published and checked out at the library....

» `BIGGEST LOSER' WEIGHT-LOSS SPA OPENS IN

CALIFORNIA

A new weight-loss spa is rolling into California

-- and it's exactly like the famous...

» `MEOWMANIA' SWEEPS THE NATION
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These two mini cassette tapes were sent anonymously to filmmaker

Joel Gilbert in 2005. They contain the voice of someone who appears

to be George Harrison confessing to the rumored cover-up of Paul

McCartney's death in 1966. They're the basis of the new documentary,

Paul Really Is Dead.

McCartney Really Is Dead

Monday, June 14, 2010 1:28 GMT

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif. (Wireless Flash - FlashNews) – Paul

McCartney’s 68th birthday is this Friday (Jun. 18) – or is it?

For decades, there’s been an urban legend that Paul McCartney died in a

car crash in 1966 and was replaced by a look- alike in an elaborate

cover-up.

Now, film director Joel Gilbert is shedding new light on the conspiracy

theory with a revealing documentary dubbed, Paul McCartney Really Is

Dead: The Last Testament Of George Harrison.

Gilbert believes his film, on DVD this September, finally proves once and

for all that McCartney really is dead – straight from the horse’s mouth.

The whole documentary is based on two mysterious audio tapes that were

sent to Gilbert’s offices in 2005 labeled “The Last Testament Of George

Harrison.”

On them, Harrison’s purported voice – which Gilbert had forensic experts

verify – confesses the entire scheme in great detail, including every bizarre

clue the Beatles ever left behind on album covers to signal fans of Paul’s

passing.

Supposedly, even the Fab Four’s “mop- top” phase was a ploy to hide the

new Paul’s plastic surgery scars on his head.
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What does Paul McCartney think about the documentary?

this is so much bull shilt i cant beleve this hole thing paul is very much a live

today as he was in 1964 -1965--1966--1967--1968 andso on so i do hope

george harrisson faniley is upset at this dvd cmeing out and this film maker gos

out of buzz thanks all glenn from seattle

I've seen the film and it's funny but gets a lot of basic Beatles history wrong.

This is absolutely NOT George Harrison's voice. Any Beatles fan will know this.

Yes I'm sure that the last thing on George's mind, as he was comtemplating his

own passing, was to confess what he knew about the Beatles Cover-up, lol.

If he was ever going to do it, would it have been when they were doing/after the

Get Back/Let it Be Sessions (when he was so anoyed at Paul's guitar

directions), or maybe when all the court cases were going during after the

Beatles breakup - think of the money the three surviving Beatles could have

split cetween them, if they proved Paul was an imposter.

This documentry just stinks of a money making machine, no wonder it's going

DIRECT to DVD. No decent broadcaster wants to touch it. What RUBBISH !!

I hope the Harrison family sues you for everthing you've got !!!!!!
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This is such rubbish it's unbelievable. There is so much evidence to show that

the rumors are false that proves that this is someones idea to make money,

pure and simple greed.

The voice was verified by so-called forensic experts...HAHAHA. Ok, who are

these experts? Every self-respecting "Scouser" who I know that has heard this

says the voice is a fake and the accent is "put-on" by someone who is NOT

from Liverpool. This is all too hokey to be real. I suspect that if Gilbert wants to

persist that it IS actually George Harrison, Olivia and Dhani will be all over this

one and will OWN Joel Gilbert before it's over.
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